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Historic Organizations
The New World Order
Key Facts
Other names
Year of origin
Founder
Headquarters
Heads of Organization
Current Leaders
Members

NWO, The Global Elite
1943, Tehran
Fr Edmund Walsh, S.J, Fr Joseph Stalin S.J
Washington DC, Moscow, London.
Jesuit Provincial Generals
Jesuit Provincial Generals
50,000

Foundation
The New World Order was founded in 1943 at the first Conference between England,
the United States and the Soviet Union by leading Jesuits in Tehran. It was reconfirmed
at the end of of World War II following the complete victory of the Roman Cult controlling
the Roman Catholic Church in the re-establishment of effective Catholic control of the former Frankish Kingdom principalities
now known as Germany, France, Austria, the Netherlands and Switzerland.
However, the term first entered the public arena in 1949 through the work of Jesuit co-agitator George Orwell and his book "New
World Order" providing a chilling account of the future world under global Catholic socialism (Fascism).
At the heart, the New World Order is a defined membership of global financial, political and industrial consortium based around
the underlying massive financial assets of the Catholic Church based from Zürich still in control of the Jesuits and their
continued monopoly as the only organization in Catholic history (excluding the Knights Templar) to hold a Papal document
granting them exclusive rights to conduct banking and financial activities.
As the New World Order is a consortium of financial, political, military and industrial entities, its precise structure, rules of
operation and agenda remains difficult to precisely confirm. For example, a few dozen private banks in Europe and the United
States first formed by the Jesuits in the 18th and early 19th Century continue to remain the foundation pillars of the global
finance and credit system -- the same private banks that have withdrawn hundreds of billions of dollars of credit from the global
financial system in 2008 and 2009 causing what was a localized credit squeeze of bad loans into a global depression.
The New World Order also maintains a political military structure through co-operative ties between intelligence agencies and
large private and public arms manufacturers such that this apparatus serves to protect the interests of the Catholic Church
across the world.
The New World Order also represents a discrete group of global companies, principally involved in industries such as
pharmaceuticals as well as substantial media and publishing interests, again which have successfuly maintained protection
against Catholic interests, with the exception of unavoidable occassional public scandals such as ongoing pedophilia by priests.

The Jesuit Civil War (1942-1945)
In 1941 aged 75, Count Wladimir Ledochowski -- Jesuit Superior General --was at the height of his supremecy, a still fit and
completely driven man. His army of Jesuit influentials had similarly reached great heights in all places held by Catholic Dictators
as well as the United States. So why would a civil war between factions of the Jesuits break out at such a time?
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One of the great historical anomalies is the behaviour of both Adolf Hitler, Fr Himmler S.J. and Fr Joseph Stalin S.J. in the
Nazi Russian Invasion. Contrary to spin historians, these men had not only shown ruthless pragmatism in managing power until
this point, but were actively working together on a number of military and scientific fronts until the invasion.
A frequent excuse given is that fiercly Catholic Hitler had become “drunk” with power and decided to invade Russia because he
hated the Russians. But Hitler was a mere soldier, compared to Fr. Himmler S.J. the new Grand Inquisitor of the Roman Catholic
Church and his massive army of assassins and torturers.
Instead, it is much more certain that Jesuit Superior General Ledochowski instructed Himmler to push for the assault on the
understanding this would complete a clean sweep of Catholic National Socialism over Catholic National Communism. Similarly, it
is clear that Count Ledochowski said something in reverse to Fr Stalin S.J. – that this was the plan that would ultimately destroy
Germany as Stalin’s behaviour against his own country and people was nothing other than treacherous.
When Hitler invaded in June 1941, Fr Stalin -- against every other example of ruthless judgment to protect his own power -seemingly invited for his troops to be slaughtered and defeated by refusing his generals to fully engage, then having the
generals executed and then repeating the bizarre process almost up to Moscow.
However, by the bleak Russian winter of December 1941, the jaws of the Jesuit Soviet Machine clamped down shut on the legs
of the German Army. From this point on, the fate of the Nazi dream and power were sealed.
For such a loyal German Jesuit as Fr Himmler S.J. such deliberate trickery by Ledochowski would have been devastating and
unforgivable. The Jesuits had shifted their power away from Germany, France and Italy to America -- for the first time in the
order's history.
On December 13, 1942 (aged 76) Count Wladimir Ledochowski died suddenly --almost certainly murdered by the very best
assassins of Fr. Himmler for his treachery in dooming the German-Swiss –French “Illuminati” Jesuits.
Technically this act immediately plunged the Jesuits into Civil War. Unable to convene a General Congregation until the end of
the War --when all Jesuits have permission to elect their leader --Vicar General Norbert de Boyne could not be made Superior
General. This left the American Jesuits, led by Fr Edmund Walsh S.J. free to pursue their agenda along with other international
factions.
The German-Swiss-Italian-French Jesuits during the war headed by Fr Heinrich Himmler S.J. represented the “Illuminati” – the
old guard who had been betrayed by their slain leader Fr Ledochowski S.J. The other camp representing the new guard, the
“New World Order” headed by the American-Canadian Jesuits and allies along with English and even Australian Jesuits.
Midst the two warring camps of Jesuits were "neutral" provinces such as the Netherlands and Spain, still battling for its survival
against the popularity of the Vatican sponsored Opus Dei Mary (Mari) Spanish Satanic devotion cult.
It is during this event, in which unprecedented number of Jesuits were killed that the plan for the New World Order was hatched
by senior Jesuits such as American Fr Edmund Walsh S.J.
The plan was confirmed by the Jesuit officials that accompanied each of the world leaders of Roosevelt, Fr Stalin S.J. and
Churchill to the conference at Tehran in December 1943.
It is there we see for the first time the unveiling of the public face of the New World Order – an order of opposing “friends” and
ideologies- capitalism vs communism, but all ultimately financed and directed from the same machine.

Reporting structure of the New World Order
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The New World Order maintains no official head office, other than the existing structure of the Catholic Church. Nor does the
New World Order maintain secret archives or attent "secret" meetings in oak panelled rooms.
The entire structure, apparatus and relationships of the New World Order is largely in the public eye "hidden in plain sight" and
has been scrutinized countless times by investigators and co-adjutators publishing misinformation.
For example, important New World Order meeting groups such as the Bilderberg Group and the Trilateral Commission bring
together many of the key members of the New World Order, but with discussions on subjects that to any observer would be
regarded as largely "benign".
This is particularly the case in regards to the core reporting and power structure of the New World Order today. Excluding major
meetings of members "hidden in plain sight", Jesuit Provincial Generals have divided their armies of priests into specialist areas
-- each assigned the task of involving themselves with key people in that area of expertise to such an extent that their
relationships and meetings seem both normal and natural.
For example, where a Jesuit who is regarded as a top lawyer and expert in Constitutional law meets with legislators, it seems
both normal and devoid of any ulterior motive. When a Jesuit is an expert in a field of science, or politics the same can be said.
Thus the real power of the New World Order rests at the lowest levels of the Jesuit structure, with one part of the Jesuit
organization never having a complete picture of what the other side knows unless they are at the level of Provincial General.
The eventual truce in the civil war of the Jesuits came in the form of a compromise of power- the New World Order is in fact a
very clear and precise six (6) level pyramid of power.
Jesuit Factions of the Jesuit Order
Black Pope- Jesuit Superior General
Jesuit Order and Financial, Corporate and Military Apparatus
Re-constituted Illuminati Families (under the structure of the New World Order)
Holy See (with Pope as its head)
United Nations
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It would be incorrect to say that the Black Pope is the most powerful person on planet Earth. Since 1945, the role has been
largely symbolic and held by a candidate from a neutral country between the main factions of the Jesuit Civil War. As such, the
role has been dominated by both Dutch and Spanish candidates.
The most powerful force within the New World Order is unquestionable the Provincial Generals of the Order- the most senior
factional leaders of the Jesuits who continue to hold a truce since 1945. While the Superior General can technically give
absolute orders to his provincials, in practice it has been the other way around for over sixty years.
Then we come to the third layer being the Financial-Military Apparatus which few people who believe in the existence of the New
World Order would argue. However, few have ever heard of the real foundation of the global financial system in the early 19th
Century using Jesuit controlled gold stolen from the Vatican during the Jesuit-Papal Wars to fund an army of private banks in
Europe and the United States.
Then we come to the fourth layer of the New World Order apparatus being the reconstituted “Illuminati” families from the United
States, Europe and even Asia/Middle East. They have no control over the Jesuits, nor do they wish to challenge them in any
way as their various positions from Royal families, occasional Presidents, Prime Ministers and global leaders is dependent upon
the favourable patronage of the Jesuits.
The fifth layer of the New World Order apparatus is the Holy See. Contrary to common misinformation, the role of Pope is now
of secondary importance to the legal apparatus of the Holy See --The Holy See, being the legal framework that claims Vatican
superiority over all other laws of man as well as complete dominion over animals (humans being classed as animals by their
laws). It is the papacy and Vatican curia that in recent years has waged and increasing PR war in revealing more and more of
the New World Order apparatus against the Jesuits.
The sixth layer is the United Nations and legal apparatus which recognizes the Holy See as a legitimate state and entity,
therefore its laws, therefore every national laws as subservient to the United Nations.

The Great Depression of 2009-2012
In 2008, the Illuminati bankers under the control of the Roman Cult in Zürich used their banks and gold holdings to launch a
pre-empive strike against the Jesuit controlled finance system--choosing the sub-prime crisis as the catalyst.
In spite of the lack of real gold underpinning the modern global financial system created by the Jesuits, the creativity of banking
and governments had managed to avoid a major financial debt fuelled meltdown of the system several times since its creation in
1945.
However, under the New World Order power structure, the Holy See and the Illuminati of cities such as the Munich and Zürich
are subservient to the Jesuits --as they have been for 200 years.
Using the sub-prime crisis, the Vatican controlled banks simply refused to renew fresh lines of credit underpinned by real bullion
into the system in the second hald of 2008 and again at the start of 2009, causing the whole financial system to effective "seize
up".
Contrary to early reports, this does not appear to be a Jesuit driven action but a deliberate action on behalf of the Illuminati
families and the Vatican against the Jesuits in the hope the the resulting social turmoil will set the conditions for future war.
Evidence that we are witnessing a war within the power structure of the New World Order can be seen by recent extraordinary
negative and disruptive comments from the European Union and Commissions against plans by the United States to trade out of
crisis.
There can be no doubt we are in the middle of the greatest power struggle since World War II. It is uncertain whether the Jesuits
will prevail and the system restored to order, or whether the Vatican and Illuminati will succeed in breaking the shackles of forced
subservience after 200 years.

Important Announcement Concerning Redemption and Fulfillment
In accord with the ancient fulfilment of prophecy of Revelation, the prophecy of St Malachy (Moloch), the prophecy of Fatima,
the prophecy of Kew and the most sacred Covenant of One-Heaven (Pactum De Singularis Caelum) all living and deceased
officials and previous members of the Roman Cult including Cardinals, Bishops, Deacons and Ordinaries are granted Divine
Redemption including the Sainthood of all Popes , including the ratification of the Treaty of the Divine
Masculine, the Treaty of the Divine Feminine, the Treaty of the Divine Apostles, the Treaty of Angels, Saints and
Demons and the Treaty of Spirit States and the end of Hell and Damnation forever from the Day of Divine Judgment on
GAIA E1:Y1:A1:S1:M9:D1 also known as Fri, 21 Dec 2012.
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